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Abstract To navigate in an unknown environment, a robot
should build a model for the environment. For outdoor envi-
ronments, an elevation map is used as the main world model.
We considered the outdoor simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) method to build a global elevation map by
matching local elevation maps. In this research, the iterative
closest point (ICP) algorithm was used to match local eleva-
tion maps and estimate a robot pose. However, an alignment
error is generated by the ICP algorithm due to false selec-
tion of corresponding points. Therefore, we propose a new
method to classify environmental data into several groups,
and to find the corresponding points correctly and improve
the performance of the ICP algorithm. Different weights are
assigned according to the classified groups because certain
groups are very sensitive to the viewpoint of the robot. Three-
dimensional (3-D) environmental data acquired by tilting a
2-D laser scanner are used to build local elevation maps and
to classify each grid of the map. Experimental results in real
environments show the increased accuracy of the proposed
ICP-based matching and a reduction in matching time.

Keywords Mapping · SLAM · Elevation map ·
Outdoor environments

1 Introduction

When a robot navigates in an unknown environment, an accu-
rate pose estimation of the robot and accurate mapping of the
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environment are important. Simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) is one of the most fundamental and chal-
lenging issues in indoor and outdoor navigation. Since the
ground is flat in indoor environments, 3 degree-of-freedom
(DOF) motion (x, y, θ ) is sufficient to estimate a robot pose,
and a 2-D grid map is typically constructed for navigation
[1,2]. On the other hand, in the case of outdoor navigation,
the terrain is uneven and 6 DOF motion (x, y, z, rollψ , pitch
θ , yaw φ) is required to estimate the robot pose. Therefore,
the environment should be represented in 3-D space for out-
door navigation.

Various types of maps including point clouds and tree-
based representation (e.g., octree and triangular irregular net-
works) have been proposed to model outdoor environments
[3,4]. Although they can represent the real environment
very accurately, they have large computational complexity
or memory requirements that are proportional to the amount
of sensor data. In order to decrease complexity, an eleva-
tion map was used. In the elevation map, the environment
was divided into regular small grids, and each grid had its
own elevation. This type of map is suitable for large outdoor
environments, because it requires a relatively small amount
of memory. Thus, the elevation map is one of the most pop-
ular maps used to represent outdoor environments [5–8].

In addition to mapping, localization is also impor-
tant for SLAM. Various filters, including Kalman filters
and particle filters, are widely used for indoor SLAM
[9], but they cannot be easily used in outdoor environ-
ments. These Bayesian-type filters are based on feature
extraction, but features are not likely to be extracted in
a general outdoor environment. Although the global posi-
tioning system (GPS) or differential GPS (DGPS) can be
used for localization for practical use, GPS data are not
available at places such as caves, forests, and locations
exposed to anti-GPS signals. For robustness of SLAM,
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the robot should build a map of the environment and
localize itself within the map regardless of environmental
effects.

Modeling a campus environment based on SLAM was
conducted in [7]. 3-D range data were obtained by tilting a
2-D laser scanner. Whenever a robot moved a specified dis-
tance, local elevation maps were built using 3-D range data,
and a global elevation map was constructed by integrating
these local elevation maps. When two different local eleva-
tion maps were matched, the rotation and translation between
them were obtained by the iterative closest points (ICP) algo-
rithm [10,11]. To increase the accuracy and efficiency of the
ICP, the grids of an elevation map were classified into four
groups: traversable, vertical object, gap, and edge. A robot
pose was accurately estimated and environments were well
represented, even in the case of movement of more than 100
m. However, the ICP algorithm for flat paved areas failed to
provide an accurate estimation of the robot pose.

SLAM in urban environments was also conducted in [12].
Two 2-D laser scanners were used to acquire 3-D data from
the environment. One laser scanner was mounted horizon-
tally and the other vertically. The horizontal laser scanner
estimated the 3 DOF motion of the robot in 2-D space, and the
vertical scanner obtained vertical scan data for 3-D modeling.
SLAM for an urban environment using features such as ver-
tical lines was conducted in [13]. Their approach could sig-
nificantly reduce the computational load for outdoor SLAM.
However, vertical lines were not likely to be extracted prop-
erly in a general outdoor environment.

Among various outdoor SLAM techniques, the ICP algo-
rithm seems to be the most adequate method because it is
a point-to-point matching technique that does not need fea-
ture extraction, and it can be used in various fields. It has
been applied to various 2-D or 3-D environments, and its
high performance has been widely demonstrated in the liter-
ature [14,15]. In the ICP, it is important to find correspond-
ing points between two different data sets. However, in real
environments, it is very difficult to find correct correspond-
ing points because of environmental complexity and noises.
If two sets of environmental data contain relatively flat and
featureless terrain, then the ICP algorithm may fail to align
them in the proper position. Therefore, we present a new
method to improve the performance of the ICP algorithm.
The proposed method classifies the terrain so that the clas-
sified terrain data are used to find corresponding points. The
proposed method is different from the previous method [7]
in that this method classifies the terrain into five groups and it
can discriminate the boundary of the flat area from the whole
area. As a result, we could significantly decrease false corre-
spondences frequently generated on flat surfaces. Moreover,
we propose a method to estimate the accuracy of the con-
structed elevation map. The main contribution of this study
is the performance improvement of the ICP-based outdoor

SLAM method using the proposed terrain classification of
outdoor environments.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
research background. Section 3 explains the proposed terrain
classification. The use of classified results is shown through
experimental results described in Sect. 3. Global map build-
ing and the accuracy of the constructed elevation map are
described in Sect. 4. Finally, we present our conclusions in
Sect. 5.

2 Research background

2.1 Elevation map

An elevation map is one of the most popular maps used to
represent outdoor environments. In this type of map, the envi-
ronment is regularly divided into small grids (for example,
0.1×0.1 m), and each grid has its own elevation. As indicated
in Fig. 1, if there are multiple elevations on the same grid,
the highest elevation is stored in the grid. Therefore, the ele-
vation map cannot accurately describe the 3-D environment
because each grid of an elevation map can represent only the
highest elevation of the environment. Despite this limitation,
the elevation map is still widely used for applications such as
military vehicles, land surveying, and geography [16]. Fig-
ure. 1 shows the elevation map of an outdoor environment
that includes trees and some artificial structures.

2.2 ICP-based outdoor SLAM

The ICP algorithm, which is one of the popular methods for
3-D matching, was used for outdoor SLAM in this research.
It iteratively computes the alignment of partially overlap-
ping scan data sets. We review the ICP algorithm briefly in
this section. More details on the algorithm can be found in
[10,14].

1. Let P and Q be the two scan data sets. They consist of
3-D points represented as follows:

Fig. 1 Modeling of outdoor environments: a real environment, and b
its elevation map
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P = {p1, p2, . . . , pm}
Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qn} (1)

wherep and q denote each 3-D point of P and Q, respec-
tively, and m and n are the numbers of 3-D points belong-
ing to P and Q, respectively.

2. For each point pi in the first data set P , determine the
closest point q j in the second data set Q. A pair of
two points are assigned as corresponding points, which
means that they should be located at the same position.
A cost function comprised of the corresponding points
is defined as follows:

e(R, T ) = 1

N

N∑

c=1

‖(Rqc + T )− pc‖2 (2)

where (pc, qc) represents the corresponding points, N
is the number of the corresponding points, and e(R, T )
is the cost function that represents the squared average
of the sum of the distances between the corresponding
points. The value of e(R, T ) depends on the transfor-
mation (i.e., the rotation R and translation T ) between
the two scan sets P and Q.

3. To find the rotation R and translation T that minimizes
e(R, T ), we take its partial derivatives with respect to
R and T as follows:

∂e(R, T )

∂R
= 0,

∂e(R, T )

∂T
= 0 (3)

More detail can be found in the appendix.
4. Compute the R and T that satisfy Eq. (3) and repeat

process 2 and process 3 until e(R, T ) is below a given
threshold.

The robot acquires a sequence of 3-D scan data by tilting
a laser scanner, and the ICP algorithm computes the transfor-
mation of the scan data. A 3-D point cloud in an outdoor envi-
ronment contains a large number of points (114,000 points
on average in the data used in this research). Accordingly, if
all the points contained in the point cloud were used for the
ICP, significant computational resources would be required
to search for corresponding points. On the other hand, an
elevation map has a relatively small amount of data, because
it contains a single elevation on each grid with a fixed size
(about 15,000 grids for the same data set). Therefore, instead
of using 3-D point clouds, we used an elevation map con-
structed from a 3-D point cloud in order to decrease the search
space of the corresponding points.

Figure 2 shows an example of elevation map built with
3-D point clouds from the ICP algorithm. The robot builds an
elevation map at time t , moves a specified distance (for exam-
ple, a 3 m translation and 20◦ rotation), and builds another

Fig. 2 Partially overlapping 3-D point clouds and elevation maps

Elevation map P

(a)

(b)

Elevation map Q

Same place

Same place

Misaligned

Misaligned

 

Fig. 3 ICP-based 3-D matching of elevation maps: a initial alignment,
and b final alignment

elevation map at time t+1. Let us denote the elevation map
at time t and t+1 as P and Q, respectively. Elevation map P
becomes a reference, and the robot tries to match elevation
map Q with elevation map P .

Figure 3 shows the alignments conducted by the ICP algo-
rithm. The figure shows that they were misaligned. This is
because some corresponding points were not well chosen. In
the ICP algorithm, corresponding points are chosen based on
the distance between two points. For example, on the flat sur-
face shown in Fig. 4, points B and D are the identical points,
but point C is closer to point B than point D. Although points
B and C are located at different places, they are chosen as
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A B

C
D

Fig. 4 Example of incorrect corresponding points

the corresponding points. Because the ICP algorithm forces
the corresponding points to be at the same position, incor-
rect corresponding points are fatal to the alignment. How-
ever, this problem frequently appears in data matching of
real environments.

3 Terrain classification and weighted ICP

As discussed in Sect. 2.2, the correspondence between two
data sets is very important for accurate 3-D matching. In order
to find the correct corresponding points, a method to classify
terrain by considering terrain configuration is proposed in
this section.

3.1 Experimental setup

Figure 5 shows a mobile robot system equipped with a laser
scanner (LMS291, SICK) that was tilted by a DC motor with
the tilt angle measured by an encoder. The absolute roll and
pitch angles of the robot were sensed by an inertial measure-
ment unit (IMU) (MI-GA3350M, MicroInfinity Corp.), and
the yaw angle and motion increments were sensed by the
wheel encoder and the IMU. Combining these data allowed
the estimation of 6 DOF motion in the global coordinate
frame [17].

3.2 Terrain classification from 3-D point clouds

A laser scanner was continuously tilted from 35◦ (downward)
to −35◦ (upward) to collect a 3-D point cloud from which

SICK laser
scanner

IMU

Pioneer 3AT
mobile robot

DC motor

Fig. 5 Robot used in the experiments

Discontinuity
Part A

Part B Part C
Interval

Fig. 6 Sensing points for various configurations

the terrain classification was executed. A 2-D grid equivalent
to an elevation map was generated, and all the sensing points
were stored at each grid according to their x, y positions.
Then, three types of information were computed at each grid
for terrain classification: the highest elevation among eleva-
tions, the standard deviation of the collected elevations, and
a discontinuity. First, the highest elevation among the ele-
vations stored in a grid was determined. Figure 6 shows an
example. We knew that part A was placed at the low structure,
and part B at the high structure. Second, the standard devia-
tion of the elevations pertaining to the grid was computed to
investigate the distribution of the elevations. The elevations
of part B were widely distributed along the walls; therefore,
their standard deviation was large. On the other hand, the
elevations of part A were concentrated on a small region and
their standard deviation was small. Finally, we checked for a
discontinuity in the elevations collected in the grid. Adjacent
sensing points have an interval, and if an interval is longer
than the given threshold (1 m in this study), we determine
that the grid had a discontinuity. In Fig. 6, part C has a dis-
continuity and it can be discriminated from parts A and B.
Figure 7 shows an example of collecting all the elevations
for each grid and extracting their standard deviations and the
highest elevation.

Using the aforementioned three pieces of information,
each grid of the elevation map was classified into five groups:
ground, obstacle, overhanging object, vertical object, and
horizontal edge. Their characteristics are explained as fol-
lows, and the method used to classify each grid of the eleva-
tion map is summarized in Table 1.

1. Ground

A grid is classified as “ground” when the highest elevation
pertaining to the grid is low (lower than 20 cm in this study),
and the standard deviation of the elevations pertaining to
the grid is also small (smaller than 10 cm in this study). In
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Fig. 7 Environmental data:
a real environment, b 3-D point
cloud of environment,
c standard deviation of elevation
of scan data collected in each
grid of elevation map, and
d highest elevation among scan
data collected from each grid of
elevation map

Table 1 Terrain classification
method Highest elevation among elevations pertaining to one grid

Low Middle High

Standard deviation of elevations
pertaining to one grid

Small Horizontal edge or ground Obstacle Overhanging object

Large Vertical object
(if the grid does not contain a discontinuity)

Overhanging object
(if the grid contains a discontinuity)

Tilting

grid A grid B grid C

grid D

grid E

Fig. 8 Examples of classified groups

general, this type of grid corresponds to ground or flat sur-
faces (e.g., grid D in Fig. 8). The robot can navigate in this
group, and there is a low probability of the grids being accu-

rately matched by the ICP algorithm due to the monotonous
texture of the terrain.

2. Obstacle

A grid is classified as an “obstacle” when the highest eleva-
tion pertaining to the grid is similar to the height of the robot
(70 cm in this study) and the standard deviation of the eleva-
tions pertaining to the grid is small. This group corresponds
to low structures (e.g., grid E in Fig. 8), and it is usually
consistently observed from the robot. It is probable that the
corresponding points are well chosen in this group.

3. Overhanging object

An “overhanging object” grid is a grid that has a discontinu-
ity in the collected elevations (e.g., grid A in Fig. 8). A grid
is also classified as an overhanging object when the highest
elevation pertaining to the grid is higher than the height of the
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Fig. 9 Experimental results of
terrain classification

Vertical
object

Overhanging
object

Vertical object Ground

Obstacle

GroundHorizontal edge

Overhanging object

Elevation map at time t (P)

Terrain classification Terrain classification

Elevation map at time t+1(Q)

3m translation
and 20° rotation

Fig. 10 Partially overlapping 3-D point clouds with proposed terrain
classification and elevation maps

Time t Time t+1

Tilting

Time t Time t+1

(a) (b)

Fig. 11 Effect of robot’s viewpoint on height measurements: a low
structure, and b high structure

robot, and the standard deviation of the elevations pertaining
to the grid is small (e.g., grid B in Fig. 8). An overhanging
object is typically extracted from the eaves of a roof or from
protruding structures. As it is very dependent on the robot
pose, it cannot be well represented in the elevation map, and
the corresponding points are not likely to be well chosen.

Table 2 Weight of corresponding points according to classified terrain

Classified terrain Weight

Obstacles at time t and t + 1 0.8

Overhanging objects at time t and t + 1 0.5

Vertical objects at time t and t + 1 0.5

Horizontal edges at time t and t+1 0.8

4. Vertical object

A grid is classified as a “vertical object” when the highest ele-
vation pertaining to the grid is higher than the height of the
robot, and the standard deviation of elevations pertaining to
the grid is large (e.g., grid C in Fig. 8). In contrast to an over-
hanging object, elevations are uniformly distributed. That is,
the cell of this group does not have any discontinuities in the
collected elevations. Walls of buildings and tree trunks are
classified in this group. As the measured elevations of this
group are very dependent on the viewpoint of the robot, the
corresponding points are not likely to be well chosen.

5. Horizontal edges

Among the “ground” grids, a grid is classified as a “horizon-
tal edge” when there are other types of terrain around the
ground. Curbs or boundaries of paved roads are classified in
this group.

Figure 9 shows the classified results in real environments.
The figure shows that the leaves of trees are clearly discrimi-
nated from the tree trunks. The proposed terrain classification
process takes about 200 ms for an elevation map of 40 × 20 m
when a 1.7 GHz notebook computer is used and the grid size
of the elevation map is 10 × 10 cm.
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No. of corresponding points: 395
Alignment error: 1.16 m

(a)

No. of corresponding points: 864
Alignment error: 0.25 m

(b)

Same place

Same place

Aligned

Aligned

Fig. 12 ICP-based 3-D matching of elevation maps using the proposed
terrain classification scheme: a initial alignment, and b final alignment
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Fig. 13 Comparison of real sensor data and predicted data

3.3 Weighted ICP using classified terrain

Figure 10 shows the same situation as shown in Fig. 2. In
Fig. 10, the robot classifies each grid of the elevation maps
after it acquires 3-D point clouds and builds the elevation
maps. The result of the proposed terrain classification is used
to align two different local elevation maps. We note that
the corresponding points are sought in each classified group,
which significantly decreases both the search space of cor-
respondence and the possibility of false correspondence. In
this study, ground grids of the elevation map at time t were
not used in the ICP algorithm because they are usually flat
and correspondences are not correctly found, as mentioned
in Sect. 2.2. To represent the use of the classified groups for

Fig. 14 Global elevation map built by integrating local elevation maps
through the ICP algorithm

Fig. 15 Constructed elevation map
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Fig. 16 Comparison of accuracy of estimated robot paths: a environ-
ment and robot path, and b robot paths estimated by the proposed
method and conventional ICP algorithm
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Fig. 17 Global elevation map
building of large environments

correspondence, Eq. (2) is divided as follows:

e(R, T ) = 1

N

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
w1

N1∑

i=1

e(R, T )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
horizontal edge

+ w2

N2∑

i=1

e(R, T )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
obstacle

+w3

N3∑

i=1

e(R, T )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
vertical object

+ w4

N4∑

i=1

e(R, T )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
overhanging object

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(4)

where N1–N4 denote the number of the corresponding points
found in each classified group, and w1–w4 are the weights
(usually empirically determined) of the classified groups.
Figure 11 shows the effects of the robot’s viewpoint on height
measurements. In Fig. 11(a), the robot observes a low struc-
ture. The identical heights are measured, although they are
observed from different robot poses. However, in the case
of a high structure, the height of the identical object is mea-
sured differently due to the limited tilt angle of the laser
scanner, as shown in Fig. 11(b). Accordingly, reliability of
the height measurement differs depending on the classified
groups and on the different weights assigned to each group,
as shown in Table 2. The groups, such as vertical object and
overhanging object, have low weights because their heights
are estimated very differently according to the viewpoints of
the robot. On the other hand, groups such as obstacle and
horizontal edge have high weights because they are sensed
consistently. Figure 12 shows the alignment of the two local
elevation maps using the proposed terrain classification. Note
that the matching result is more accurate than that shown in
Fig. 3. Figure 13 shows the alignment error in the ICP algo-
rithm. The maximum range of laser range data was 20 m in

this study. Each iteration of the ICP takes 260–330 ms on a
1.7 GHz CPU. In the case of using all the grids for the ICP,
each iteration takes 6.8–7.1 s.

In the ICP algorithm, the initial positions of two data sets
are very important. For practical use, the initial position of
the elevation map at time t + 1 is estimated by odometry.
This enables the two elevation maps to converge with far
fewer iterations. In our current implementation, the two ele-
vation maps converged within 5–10 iterations. A global ele-
vation map can be generated by integrating local elevation
maps with the ICP algorithm. Figure 14 illustrates the sequen-
tial integration of local elevation maps, and Fig. 15 shows a
global elevation map. In this experiment, the ICP algorithm
was executed after the robot moved about every 3 m.

In outdoor SLAM based on the proposed terrain classifi-
cation scheme, the elevation of the robot is more accurately
estimated. In Fig. 16a, the robot moved from A to B and the
elevation of A is nearly the same as that of B. Figure 16b
represents the paths estimated by the proposed method and
the conventional method. In the conventional algorithm, the
estimated robot pose decreased consistently due to false cor-
respondence generated at the flat surface. On the other hand,

Fig. 18 Global elevation maps: a global elevation map without loop
closing, and b global elevation map with loop closing
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Fig. 19 Outdoor environments and models: a real environment, b DSM, and c constructed elevation map from the proposed algorithm
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Fig. 20 Example of commonly selected regions

the difference between the elevation of part A and B was
only 40 cm on the path estimated by the proposed method.
From this result, we know that the proposed terrain classi-
fication enhanced the accuracy of the corresponding points
and estimated robot poses.

4 Global consistency and accuracy estimation

4.1 Loop closing

As presented in the previous section, ICP-based outdoor
SLAM works well for small outdoor environments. How-
ever, the ICP algorithm produces small alignment errors that
accumulate during navigation and usually result in a large
inconsistency of the global elevation map. Figure 17 shows
an example. The constructed elevation map forms a loop
when the robot returns to a place it visited previously. Since
the accumulated alignment error makes the elevation map
useless for navigation, a method to generate a globally con-
sistent map is needed. In this research, we applied a loop-
closing algorithm that was presented in [7] to minimize the
accumulated error when closing a loop. The result is shown
in Fig. 18.

4.2 Global elevation map and comparison with DSM

In this section, we discuss the accuracy of the constructed ele-
vation map. The constructed world models were compared

with the aerial photograph in [15]. In [7], only the final robot
pose was compared with the initial robot pose for accuracy
estimation. In this case, the accuracy of the whole path may
be somewhat irrelevant to the matching of the initial and
final poses. In this study, we estimated the accuracy of the
constructed elevation map using a digital surface map (DSM)
built by an aerial mapping system that can easily build an ele-
vation map of a very large outdoor environment using both a
GPS/INS and a LIDAR (light detection and ranging) system.
Figure 19 shows a real environment, a DSM, and an elevation
map constructed by the proposed algorithm. As shown in the
figure, the DSM contains much higher elevations than those
which can be sensed by the robot using the laser scanner.
The grid size of the DSM is 25 × 25 cm, which is different
from that of the constructed elevation map (10 × 10 cm).
Therefore, it is impossible to compare all the grids of the
DSM with those of the elevation map constructed by SLAM.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the elevation map is relatively
low because an aerial mapping system measured the distance
to the terrain using a LIDAR sensor at an altitude of up to
2 km [8]. Although the DSM also had erroneous elevation
information, it represented the overall tendency of the terrain
relatively well. Thus, we selected a few regions that could be
commonly selected from both the DSM and the constructed
elevation map. The size of each selected region was 6 ×
6 m, and the accuracy was estimated using the relations of
commonly selected local regions.

Figure 20 shows eight local regions that were selected
both from the DSM and the constructed elevation map. They
were located at the corners or in front of the building, so it
is relatively easy to compare their positions. Table 3 shows
the center positions of the selected regions. By choosing two
regions among them, a distance error can be computed as
follows:

Distance error = ∣∣di j,DSM − di j,SLAM
∣∣ (5)

where di j,DSM denotes the distance between regions i and
j of the DSM. Similarly, di j,SL AM represents the distance
between regions i and j of the constructed elevation map.
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Table 3 Positions of areas
commonly selected from the
DSM and constructed elevation
map

Region Mean coordinates of local areas
selected from DSM

Mean coordinates of local areas selected from
constructed elevation map

x(m) y (m) z (m) x (m) y (m) z (m)

1 116.25 122.5 102.54 51.8 124.6 0.603

2 79.75 171.75 101.62 53.2 186.6 0.002

3 47.25 145 102.76 97 191 0.474

4 16.25 124.25 103.48 141 192.4 0.273

5 48.5 69.5 103.43 149 129.8 −0.70

6 79 28 103.39 151 69.8 −0.016

7 113.25 47.75 103.12 105.8 66.6 0.342

8 147 73 102.08 57.2 67 0.125

Table 4 shows examples of selected regions and their distance
errors. From the eight regions, eight relations are generated
and the averaged distance error is 3.88 m. Also, various angu-
lar relations can be generated by choosing three regions. An
angle error can be computed as follows:

Angle error = ∣∣θi jk,DSM − θi jk,SLAM
∣∣ (6)

where θ i jk,DSM is the angle computed from regions i, j , and
k of the DSM, and θ i jk,SLAM is the angle computed from
regions i, j , and k of the constructed elevation map. Table 5
shows examples of selected regions and their angular errors.
Eight relations were generated and the averaged angle error
is 2.91◦.

5 Conclusion

We considered the modeling of outdoor environments for
robot navigation. A robot builds local elevation maps using
range sensor data and integrates them into a global elevation
map using the ICP algorithm. To efficiently and accurately
find the corresponding points in outdoor environments, we
proposed a new method to classify outdoor terrains into five
groups (ground, vertical object, overhanging object, obsta-
cle, and horizontal edge) according to a statistical measure
of the sensing points collected in each grid of the elevation
map. Experiments on terrain classification and an ICP-based
outdoor SLAM were carried out using real sensor data.

The corresponding points were found only in the same
classified group, which significantly decreased the search
space and the search time required to determine correspon-
dence. The proposed method exploited the boundaries of
the flat area (i.e., the horizontal edge) instead of using the
whole flat area. As a result, false correspondences frequently
generated on flat surfaces were significantly decreased, and
the robot pose was accurately estimated using the proposed

Table 4 Example of computing distance errors

Region dDSM(m) dSLAM(m) Distance error (m)

1-2 61.31 62.02 0.71

2-3 42.11 44.11 2

3-4 37.31 44.02 6.71

4-5 63.54 63.11 −0.43

5-6 51.50 60.04 8.54

6-7 39.54 45.31 5.77

7-8 42.16 48.60 6.44

8-1 58.28 57.85 −0.43

Avg. 3.88

Table 5 Example of computing angle errors

Region θDSM(
◦) θSLAM(

◦) Angle error (◦)

8-1-2 175.13 173.27 −1.86

1-2-3 87.06 97.02 9.96

2-3-4 174.3 176 1.7

3-4-5 93.30 95.46 2.16

4-5-6 174.19 174.41 0.22

5-6-7 96.34 92.15 −4.19

6-7-8 173.09 175.42 2.33

7-8-1 94.94 95.83 0.89

Avg. 2.91

terrain classification. Also, a DSM was used to estimate the
accuracy of the constructed elevation map. Therefore, the
proposed terrain classification algorithm is considered to be
very useful for outdoor SLAM when an elevation map is used
for a main map for outdoor environments.
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Appendix: Determination of rotation and translation
which minimize the error equation (Eq. 2)

Consider a cost function below which consists of the corre-
sponding points.

e(R, T ) = 1

N

N∑

c=1

‖(Rqc + T )− pc‖2 (A1)

where (pc, qc) represents the corresponding points, N is the
number of the corresponding points. R and T represent the
rotation matrix and translation vector as follows:

R =
⎡

⎣
cosφ cos θ cosφ sin θ sinψ − sin φ cosψ cosφ sin θ cosψ + sin φ sinψ
sin φ cos θ sin φ sin θ sinψ + cosφ cosψ sin φ sin θ cosψ − cosφ sinψ

− sin θ cos θ sinψ cos θ cosψ

⎤

⎦

T =
⎡

⎣
x
y
z

⎤

⎦ (A2)

If we assume that incremental rotations are small, it is pos-
sible to linearize Rby approximating cos θ as 1 and sin θ as
θ . Then, R is approximated by

R =
⎡

⎣
1 −φ θ

φ 1 −ψ
−θ ψ 1

⎤

⎦ (A3)

Substituting T of Eq. (A2) and R of Eq. (A3) into (A1),
we obtain

e(R, T ) = 1

N

N∑

c=1

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(
qc,x − qc,yφ + qc,zθ + x − pc,x

)2

+ (
qc,xφ + qc,y − qc,zψ + y − pc,y

)2

+ (−qc,xθ + qc,yψ + qc,z + x − pc,z
)2

⎫
⎪⎬

⎪⎭

(A4)

We now minimize e(R, T ) with respect to T (i.e., x, y, z)
and R (i.e., ψ , θ , ϕ) by setting the partial derivatives to
zero.

∂e

∂x
= 1

N

N∑

c=1

2
(
qc,x − qc,yφ + qc,zθ + x − pc,x

) = 0

∂e

∂y
= 1

N

N∑

c=1

2
(
qc,xφ + qc,y − qc,zψ + y − pc,y

) = 0

∂e

∂z
= 1

N

N∑

c=1

2
(−qc,x θ + qc,yψ + qc,z + z − pc,z

) = 0

∂e

∂ψ
= 1

N

N∑

c=1

2

{( (
q2

c,y + q2
c,z

)
ψ − qc,x qc,yθ − qc,x qc,zφ

−qc,z y + qc,y z + pc,yqc,z − pc,zqc,y

)}
= 0

∂e

∂θ
= 1

N

N∑

c=1

2

{(
−qc,yqc,xψ +

(
q2

c,z + q2
c,x

)
θ − qc,yqc,zφ

+qc,z x − qc,x z + pc,zqc,x − pc,x qc,z

)}
= 0

∂e

∂φ
= 1

N

N∑

c=1

2

{(
−qc,zqc,xψ − qc,zqc,yθ +

(
q2

c,z + q2
c,x

)
φ

−qc,y x + qc,x y + pc,x qc,y − pc,yqc,x

)}
= 0

(A5)

The equations of Eq. (A5) can be written in the matrix
form as

N∑

c=1

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0 0 qc,z −qc,y

0 1 0 −qc,z 0 qc,x

0 0 1 qc,y −qc,x 0

0 −qc,z qc,y −
(

q2
c,y + q2

c,z

)
−qc,x qc,y −qc,x qc,z

qc,z 0 −qc,x −qc,yqc,x − (
q2

c,z + q2
c,x

) −qc,yqc,z

−qc,y qc,x 0 −qc,zqc,x −qc,zqc,y

(
q2

c,x + q2
c,y

)

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

×

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

x
y
z
ψ

θ

φ

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=

N∑

c=1

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

pc,x

pc,y

pc,z

pc,zqc,y − pc,yqc,z

pc,x qc,z − pc,zqc,x

pc,yqc,x − pc,x qc,y

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A6)

Since Eq. (A6) is a linear matrix equation in the form of
“Ax = b”, it can be solved by computing an inverse matrix
of A.
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